Using simple or complex materials to design a multi station obstacle course where kids can learn about the different types of webs that spiders make by going through each station. Each station will have a web the kids must walk, hop, duck, etc without getting “stuck”.
Station 1 – Orb Web

- Using ropes lay out an orb web on the ground. You can use different colors for the sticky circular orb and the non sticky spokes. Kids must step across the non sticky and watch out for any fake spider decorations.
Station 2 – Funnel Web

- Use a white sheet, or halloween style faux webbing to make a funnel for the kids to run through.
Station 3 – Cob Web

• Using ropes to tie back and forth across a group of trees so kids must go over, under, duck, crawl and sneak through without getting stuck.
Station 4 – Trap Door Spiders

• Use paper plates, polymer dots or hula hoops to act as spider trap door lids. Add 1-2’ lengths of rope as trip wires for increased difficulty. Kids must hop through not touching.
Station 5 – Purse Web

• Use a log or rock and put cardboard tubes along side with spiders sticking out. Kids must balance over or around obstacles that have purse webs on them.
Station 6 – Web casting spider

- Using a rope spider web of any size, toss it at kids as they walk from one point to another. You can use a hula hoop as a template.
Station 7 – Orb weaver/sling shot

• Use rope webs suspended from above for kids to walk/weave through without touching them. Some spiders have elastic type webbing that they use to sling shot their orb at their prey.
Station 8 – Spitting spider

• Use a spray bottle, silly string, or yarn/rope to toss at kids as they walk from one point to another. Leave a graveyard of insects as symbols of what can happen!